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Upper roller 

bracket of CLASSIC 
garage doors

Side roller bracket 
of garage doors

Bottom roller 
bracket of CLASSIC 

garage doors

Intermediate 
hinges and roller 
brackets made of 

stainless steel

Stainless accessories in a standard set
Intermediate hinges and roller brackets of garage 
and industrial doors  are made of stainless steel. 
This guarantees high corrosion resistance for 
rubbing elements of hinges and brackets for the 
whole product life. 

ALUTECH door leaf

Tight coupling of a door 
leaf to passage 
The unique construction of an upper roller bracket 
for garage doors affords adjustment in two planes, 
i. e. horizontal and vertical.

No draughts
Adjustable side brackets of ALUTECH sectional 
doors ensure tight coupling of panels to passage. 
This protects against draughts and undesirable 
heat loss.

Easy regulation
It is possible to regulate bottom, side and upper 
roller brackets without any difficulties when 
installing or operating doors. Service maintenance 
is easy, effortless and requires little equipment or 
time.
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Regulated stop  
(for industrial 
and CLASSIC 
garage doors)

Intermediate 
hinge of one piece 
configuration 
(for industrial 
and CLASSIC 
garage doors)

Bottom seal 
(for industrial 
and GLASSIC 
garage doors)

Operational characteristics are affected by sandwich 
panels as well as by other structural elements 
of a door leaf (roller brackets, intermediate 
hinges, side plates,  seals of passage)

Reliable sealing
ALUTECH sectional doors have special seals of 
elastic polymeric rubber located along the entire 
door perimeter to ensure reliable sealing for pas-
sages. Side and upper seals of doors have two 
leaves that ensures better insulation of doors for 
heat and sound. 

Excellent seal
A bottom seal of a special form hides floor irregu-
larities and ensures reliable door sealing. The seal 
has a cavity for optical sensors that affords to shut 
down a drive when a door leaf touches an obsta-
cle.

Reinforced intermediate hinges 
Intermediate hinges have special construction as 
one piece formation this ensures high strength 
of hinges and eliminates their sagging and twist-
ing. Tests proved that one intermediate hinge can 
withstand a tension load of 7000 N or ~715 kg.

Protection against excessive 
deformation
The door construction includes adjustable stops 
to protect the bottom seal against excessive 
deformation and to preserve optical sensors when 
they are used in doors.

Rubber seals 
on the  whole 
perimeter of a door
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Ideal balancing
The unique ALUTECH estimating program of 
springs ensures ideal door balance. The necessary 
effort to open a sectional door is less than 100 – 
250 N (~10-25 kg), and a door leaf weight is up to 
500 kg.

Long-lasting operation life
Minimum life time of springs for ALUTECH doors 
is 25 000 of open-close cycles. If to open a door 
4 times a day it will operate at least for 17 years.

Balancing system of a door leaf

Easy to open 
and close 

a door

Minimum life 
time of springs is 

25 000 of open-
close cycles. 

Easy regulation of rope tension
Constituent shafts are jointed with an adjustable 
coupler. It permits to turn shaft parts indepen-
dently from each other when installing a door 
ensures the balanced tension of two lifting cables.

Adjustable 
coupler

Torsion 
spring

Increased endurance
Life-time of torsion springs can be enhanced up to 
100 000 of opens/closes. This is necessary if doors 
are used very often (in car washes, service stations, 
parking passages).
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Safety of the European level
The design of ALUTECH sectional doors is fully 
complient with European safety standards 
EN 12604 and EN 12453, i. e. protection against 
finger-trapping, snagging, cutting, falls and 
uncontrollable leaf moves.

Extended standard set of garage doors
The standard kit (base prices) of a sectional door 
contains protection system that blocks a shaft and 
prevents a door leaf from falling if a torsion spring 
breaks.

Safety systems of industrial doors 
The standard set for industrial doors includes:

 • a protection device against door falling due 
to a spring breakage;

 • a protection system against door falling due 
to a cable breakage.

Safety of doors with drive
An automated industrial door is equipped at no 
extra surcharge with sensors of rope tension that 
shut down a drive, if ropes are loosened or broken 
as well as if torsion springs break. This ensures 
complete safety of door operation. 

Kitting and safety systems

Compliance with 
European safety 

standards

Ratchet coupling as 
protection against 

spring breakage

Bottom roller 
bracket with 

protection against 
rope breakage

Shutdown sensor 
of a drive in case of 

spring breackage



8Door packing

Quality packing
If a door width is more than 5 m, its sandwich pan-
els are packed in a vertical wooden pallet and are 
tightly fixed in it. 

The package allows to automate handling opera-
tions that is very important for industrial doors of 
big sizes.

Protection of sandwich panels
A door with the width of less than 5 m is packed 
in a horizontal pallet. Sandwich panels are reliably 
protected against any mechanical damages with 
fibreboards. This compact and practical package 
allows to use a vehicle more efficiently.

Compact size
The detachable radius profile reduces the risk of 
track damage while transporting and allows to 
minimize package size. 

Vertical pallet with 
sandwich panels

Horizontal packing 
of a door leaf

Detachable 
radius profile

Box with componentsPractical packing of door components
Pallets with panels, springs and boxes with other 
components are reliably protected against any 
weathers due to the polyethylene film. This elimi-
nates corrosion of door components and extends 
the product durability.




